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Investors Buy Heavily into Unlisted Stocks

The Value ResearchET Now fund portfolios
have finished seven
years, and the results
are exemplary
In 2009,
ETNow
launched a set
of model mutual fund portfolios that
were designed, managed
and tracked by Value Research. The portfolios and
their performance are
part of a regular TV show
whereby viewers can
learn about these portfolios, track their performance and emulate them.
Now, on the seventh anniversary of these portfolios, it’s a good time to look
back and see what they
tell us about investing in
mutual funds over a longish period.
XX ON COMMODITIES PLUS

Pharma Takes
M&A Route for
Global Play
Leading Indian
drug makers
Sun Pharma
and Dr. Reddy’s have been expanding
their business empire
striking deals at a brisk
clip — aimed at gaining access to newer markets
while also enhancing
technological capabilities
in developing new drugs.
Last week, Dr. Reddy’s acquired a portfolio of eight
complex generics in the
US from Teva in a deal
worth $350 million.
XX ON SMART INVESTING

Overweight on
Obesity ETF
Janus Capital
is trying to
make a big
splash in the
world of exchange-traded
funds with a product
aimed to profit from one
of America’s most popular
pastimes: being obese.
Another ETF is aimed at
another pastime that’s
growing in popularity
whether we like it or not:
getting old.
XX ON MONEY MATTERS

EXCLUSIVE Q&A

Growing Interest as
IPOs Come Closer
Company
Name

Current
Price (`)

Price
(`)*

L&T Infotech

825-900 700-750

BSE

320-350 250-275

RBL Bank

200-220 175-200
*6 months back

Ashok Chawla

Chairman, National Stock Exchange

Narottam Dharavat, a Mumbai-based
broker who deals in unlisted shares.
“Many of them believe they would be
better off buying a good company before the IPO.”
In recent months, the HNI portion
of Thyrocare Technologies was subscribed 225 times, Ujjivan Financial
135 times and Alkem Labs 129 times,
leading to minuscule allotments for
such investors.
Those looking for such stock tell
their brokers, who then approach employees with stock options or earlystage investors for possible deals.
In the recent past, stocks of unlisted
companies such as ICICI Prudential
Life Insurance, HDFC Standard Life
and UTI Mutual Fund have seen
strong demand among investors.

Golden Cross Hints
Nifty’s In for a Bull Run
The Nifty has formed a ‘Golden Cross’ on technical
charts, which is a bullish indicator that confirms
strength in long-term market trend. ‘Golden Cross’
is formed on charts when a stock or index’s 50-day,
or short-term, moving average crosses above its
200-day moving average. ET brings a list of 10 stocks
that have shown ‘Golden Cross’ with bullish trends
and the crossover has been accompanied by strong
trading volumes.
—Biswajit Baruah

MD, National Stock Exchange

Committed to Listing, There
Isn’t Any Doubt on That: NSE

Manappuram Finance
CMP:

`57.40

50-DMA:

44.69

200-DMA: 31.41

YTD RETURN: 93.3% P/E (TTM): 13.67 MARKET CAP: `4,828 CR
The lender is diversifying into micro finance, home loan, commercial
vehicle financing and loan against property, which may improve its
earnings prospects. The company has moved to short-term loan products with a maximum loan-to-value (LTV) of 75%, this has helped to
tackle volatility in gold prices and improve margins, said analysts.

Yes Bank
`1,062.25 50-DMA: 944.17 200-DMA: 785.02
YTD RETURN: 45.1% P/E (TTM): 17.61 MARKET CAP: `44,721 CR
CMP:

The shareholders have approved through special resolution to raise
capital aggregating up to $1 billion (around `6,700 crore) by issue of
shares or convertible securities. Analysts said higher capital allocation
will allow the bank to grow more strongly over next 3 years.

Biocon

T

he National Stock Exchange (NSE) has
been at the receiving
end of a set of investors who have criticised the bourse’s
management for the delay in its
listing. NSE’s recently-appointed
chairman Ashok Chawla, a former
senior bureaucrat, and managing
director Chitra Ramkrishna spoke
to Nishanth Vasudevan and
Dia Rekhi on this issue in an interview. Edited excerpts:
NSE has drawn a lot of flak from
investors for the delay in listing.
What is the status on listing now?
Ashok Chawla: The listing is a work
in progress. The NSE management
and the board are committed to listing; I don’t think there is any doubt
on that. But the process is naturally
something which will evolve and
move with the passage of time.

How are you dealing with investor disputes regarding listing?
Chawla: I am not sure whether
there are really disputes or whether there are issues which investors
have which mainly pertain to the
fact that they want listing, and
they want speedy listing. Beyond
that, I don’t think there is any great
dispute between the shareholders
and the stock exchange.
By when will you take a
decision on the listing?
Chawla: This is generally a process
which takes time for any company

SEBI & SELF-LISTING

Sebi has certain regulations which
naturally prevail at this
point in time. So we
will see how best to
try and find a way
ASHOK CHAWLA
and for a company which is regulated by the regulator – in this case
Sebi – the time taken will be a little
more. So it’s very difficult to put a
timeline on it; but certainly not
less than a couple of months,
may be a little more.
You had suggested self-listing
process but Sebi does not seem
to be in favour...
Chawla: Well, Sebi has certain regulations which naturally prevail at
this point in time. So we will see
how best to try and find a way
along with Sebi to get to an architecture which meets the concerns
of the regulator, which meets the
concerns of the exchange which
wants to get listed.
We understand you are considering listing NSE overseas...
Chawla: Theoretically, there can be
many options, but I think it is not
really important to go into options
at this stage. There could be listing
overseas, there could be cross-list-

ing, there could be listing on your
own exchange, there could be listing with the regulatory powers, not
with the exchange on which it is
listed but with the regulator. I think
it would be inappropriate to talk
about the various options or conceptual ideas at this stage.
Is it safe to say that you still
haven’t given up on the idea of
self-listing?
Chawla: Well, till matters get settled, there is no finality.

NEW FRAMEWORK

We are all
trying to
evolve a
framework, so there
are some conflicts,
which everyone is
trying to address
CHITRA RAMKRISHNA

discussion around listing is post
2013 because the SECC framework and all of that facilitation
has happened. So I appreciate
that people have been invested
and it is absolutely on top of our
mind to see how we can help them
monetise and get an exit. But the
speed at which we are working is
also a subject to that the last
three-four years is when this has
become a reality for everyone to
move forward.
I just want to add one thing. You
must not use the word ‘self-listing’ because it is not self-listing
that we are really talking about.
We’re really talking about how
you need a good exchange listing
compliance and listing control
framework. What does that
mean? It is not a pre-determined
conclusion that we are trying to
go with. We are all trying to
evolve a framework so there are
some conflicts which are obvious,
which everyone is trying to address. We have to term this as a
framework for exchange listing
compliance.

Some of your investors have
used some strong language
like blatant disregard for
shareholder interests and
corporate governance...
Chawla: I don’t think that should
be an area of dispute between us
and the shareholders. The exchange stands committed to carry
this process forward.

What is the status of NSE
restructuring?
Ramkrishna: Restructuring is one of
the options being considered by the
board. I wouldn’t say that the final
decision one way or the other has
been taken. That’s a thought process
that is moving in tandem and in parallel with the distinct process.

Chitra Ramkrishna: The whole
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TECHNICAL ANALYSTS

Bank Nifty & Auto Index Likely to Outperform
Monsoon and
GST could be two
crucial triggers for
the stock markets.
Nifty is expected
to trade in the
broader range of
7800-8600 in the
coming weeks with
a bullish bias. Some
profit-booking may
take place near the
resistance area of
8245-8330 levels.
The Bank Nifty and
the Auto Index can
outperform the
overall market.

Q&A with Dr Reddy’s Labs’
GV Prasad

Chitra Ramkrishna

COMPANY PHOTO

Seven Years of
Cool-Headed
Fund Investing

pre-issue capital is locked in for one
year from the date of the public issue
— and then sell them in the secondary
market, benefiting from the tax-free
status of the capital gains as well.
Brokers said BSE, which is firming
up plans for an IPO, has seen an increase in demand of late. BSE shares
have risen to `320-350 from about `250275 some months ago.
Strong demand in recent IPOs
meant there weren’t enough shares to
go around, another reason for the
heightened activity in the unlisted
space. “Heavy oversubscription in
re c e n t I P O s l i ke T hy ro c a re
Technologies, Ujjivan Financial,
Alkem Labs resulted in poor allotment, leaving many HNIs (high networth investors) disappointed,” said

FILE PHOTO

Mumbai: The bullish frenzy on
Dalal Street is rubbing off on stock
prices of companies that are not yet
listed. L&T Infotech, BSE, and RBL
Bank among others, which have
plans for listing, are seeing brisk activity as wealthy investors mop up
their shares ahead of stock market
debuts. Many of these shares have
surged 25-40% in the last six months
in the unofficial market, according to
brokers who arrange such deals.
For instance, L&T Infotech, which
was trading at `700-750 about three
months ago, has risen to `825-900 after
it secured regulatory approval for an
initial public offering (IPO).

Similarly, RBL (formerly Ratnakar
Bank), which is also looking to list, is
trading at `220 against `175-200 six
months ago.
Brokers said there is strong demand
for companies that
are planning IPOs.
L&T Info, BSE,
“These are well-esand RBL Bank
tablished companies
among othwith sound promoters are seeing
ers. Activity picks up
brisk activity
as the IPO comes
as wealthy incloser, as investors
vestors mop
are assured of easy
up their shares
liquidity after that,”
said Sandeep Ginodia, director,
Altius Investech, a firm that spots
such opportunities.
Typically, investors hold such
shares for a year after the IPO— as

Teva Deal Helps
DRL with NearTerm Growth

MUMBAI, MONDAY, 13 JUNE 2016

COS WITH LISTING PLANS witness brisk activity as wealthy investors mop up their shares ahead of stock market debuts

Prashant.Mahesh@timesgroup.com

MONEY
MATTERS

AK PRABHAKAR HEAD OF RESEARCH, IDBI CAPITAL

ARUN THUKRAL MD, AXIS SECURITIES

SAMEET CHAVAN TECHNICAL ANALYST, ANGEL BROKING

Nifty can target 8500: Nifty has made
high of 8294 and closed around 8170
levels. If it Nifty holds above 8130, then
rally till 8500-8580 looks possible in
next 3-4 weeks. Nifty is below 8120,
then some correction till 8000 to 7950
can be on cards before fresh recovery.
The overall trend is still up and 7760 is not breached on
lower side, the market still has some potential to move
higher. Bank Nifty and Auto Index can outperform the
overall market. Bank Nifty holding 17610 then 1850018900 could be the target in the next 3-4 weeks.
What should investors do? Monsoon and GST are
two triggers in the market so few stocks like Hero

Nifty is currently sustaining above
its important moving averages — 50
dma (7890), 100 dma (7630) and 200
dma (7770) — which indicates markets
is bullish for short /medium and long
term. On the daily chart — 50-dma has
penetrated 200- dma after 12 months,
this moving average crossover is known as “Golden
Cross” this turns long-term trend bullish and hence
we will see further strength in short to medium term.

What is in Store? On the daily chart, the
Nifty has closed tad below the ‘5 EMA’;
but, still considering multiple supportive
technical evidences at a gap of every
40–50 points on the lower side, we do
not expect any major correction in the
index. Firstly, a support in the form
of the ‘Parabolic SAR’ stands at 8147 which coincides
with hourly ’89 EMA’. It is followed by the Daily ‘20
EMA’ as well as the ‘Super Trend’ indicator at 8080. On
the flipside, 8265–8336 are seen as immediate hurdles
for the index. In the upcoming week, we expect the

Motocorp, Bajaj Auto, M&M, Shriram Transport
Fin, Finolex Industries, UPL, PI Industries, Tata
Chem are for Monsoon. While Stocks like Snowman
Logistics, Gati, TCI, Arvind, Somany Ceramic,
HUL are for GST. We also like UFO Movies, Camlin
Fine Sciences, Cyient and Petronet. Market
valuation is expensive but as good Monsoon and GST
can be game changers for the market.

Overall bullishness to persist.
What is in store? If Nifty manages to give breakout
above crucial level of 8245 decisively, which is 61.80%
Fibonacci retracement level, then we may see a sharp
up-move towards 8345-8500 in short term. Nifty is
expected to trade in broader range of 7800-8600 in the
coming weeks with bullish bias.
What should investors do? Nifty’s higher high and low
formation on monthly and weekly charts indicates it is
gaining strength. The Nifty has moved up sharply in recent
times hence some profit-booking may take place near
resistance area of 8245-8330 level. Buy stocks if Nifty
corrects to 8000-7800 — a strong support zone.

consolidation phase to continue and we would
therefore advice on following a stock-speciﬁc
approach to ﬁnd potential trades.

CMP:

50-DMA:

611.25

200-DMA: 501.43

Shares are trading at life-time highs as traders are betting on value
unlocking in global biosimilar pipeline and steadily growing business, which is expected to present value in the stock going forward.
Derivatives market have witness steady increase in futures open
interest positions.

Marico
`253.35 50-DMA: 251.67 200-DMA: 224.87
YTD RETURN: 11.4% P/E (TTM): 45.08 MARKET CAP: `32,687 CR
CMP:

Analysts betting on normal monsoon are advising Marico as one of the
top picks in the staples space, expecting revival in both urban and rural demand during the second-half of this year. The stock offers earnings growth momentum driven by margin expansion, as copra prices, a
product input is showing trend of bottoming out.

Hero MotoCorp
CMP:

`3,067.45

50-DMA:

2,981.08

200-DMA: 2,676.38

YTD RETURN: 14.1% P/E (TTM): 19.56
MARKET CAP: `61,257 CR
The stock has witnessed strong rally over
the past three months on hopes of rural
recovery on the back of good monsoon
prospects and strong monthly sales
numbers. Analysts expect a recovery
in volume growth in FY17 along with
stable operating margins.

UPL
CMP:

`580.79

50-DMA:

550.09

200-DMA: 470.50

YTD RETURN: 32.0% P/E (TTM): 19.80 MARKET CAP: `25,706 CR
The management has given revenue guidance of 12-15% for FY17 in
the recent analyst meet. The company is expected to incur capital
expansion of `800-900 crore, a large portion of which will be utilised
towards registration of new products and innovation.

Bajaj Finance
CMP:

`7,621.75

50-DMA:

7,345.66

200-DMA: 6,069.68

YTD RETURN: 25.2% P/E (TTM): 32.11 MARKET CAP: `41,058 CR
The company is expected to deliver loan book growth of 31% and earnings growth of 29% over FY16-18, said JP Morgan. Consumer business
witnessed robust growth in FY16 at 44%, whilst SME book grow that
20%, analysts expect this trend to continue going forward.

Havells
CMP:

`354.25

50-DMA:

346.99

200-DMA: 293.65

YTD RETURN: 10.5% P/E (TTM): 30.94 MARKET CAP: `22,126 CR
The company is strengthening its position in the electrical goods space
and has been growing higher than industry average by veering from
dealer push to consumer pull distribution strategy. The company is
seen widening its product portfolio, especially the consumer products.

M&M Finance
CMP:

`327.64

50-DMA:

293.15

200-DMA: 246.95

YTD RETURN: 33.2% P/E (TTM): 24.13 MARKET CAP: `18,635 CR
The company is one of the major providers of financial services in
rural and semi-urban markets. Traders are betting on a good monsoon,
as turnaround in rural economy is likely to boost its earnings growth.

Petronet LNG
CMP:

What Could Investors do? Traders with a directional
view are advised not to create fresh short positions for
such a limited downside; in fact, after entering a strong
up-trend, we suggest towards using these dips
as a buying opportunity as we expect the Nifty to
surpass the next hurdle of 8336 quite soon.

`713.10

YTD RETURN: 36.8% P/E (TTM): 15.91 MARKET CAP: `14,262 CR

`275.60

50-DMA:

265.85

200-DMA: 232.37

YTD RETURN: 6.4% P/E (TTM): 22.61 MARKET CAP: `20,670 CR
The company is expected to generate significant free cash flow, which
may increase dividend payout, said analysts. The company is planning
to build new terminals in neighbouring countries as part of its expansion initiatives.

